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Purpose: Head and neck cancer (HNC) patients suffer from perceived shame and stigma

due to the illness diagnosis, as well as disfigurement following surgery. To measure HNC

patients’ perception of shame and stigma, the Shame and Stigma Scale (SSS) was developed

and preliminarily validated. In this study, we aimed to translate, adapt, and validate the SSS

in Chinese.

Methods: This study consisted of a cross-sectional design with consecutive sampling and

consisted of two stages: (1) translation of the SSS into Chinese by two bilingual profes-

sionals and (2) examination of the Chinese version of the SSS (C-SSS) for internal con-

sistency, inter-rater reliability, test-retest reliability, construct validity, and concurrent

validity. In total, 159 inpatients with HNC (mean age: 56.8 years, 95% males) were enrolled

at a medical center in Southern Taiwan.

Results: The Principal Component Analysis of the C-SSS revealed a five-factor structure: 4

of the 5 factors were replicated in the original SSS, including Shame with Appearance,

Regret, Social/Speech Concern, and Sense of Stigma; only factor 4, Self-discrimination, was

newly identified in the current study. C-SSS showed acceptable internal validity (Cronbach’s

α =0.85), test-retest reliability, inter-rater reliability, and fair concurrent validity with the

Taiwanese Depression Questionnaire (TDQ), Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D),

Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A), and Explanatory Model Interview Catalogue

(EMIC).

Conclusion: The findings of this study indicate that C-SSS is a reliable and valid instrument

for evaluating HNC patients’ perception of shame and stigma in the Taiwanese population.
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Introduction
Cancer has been among the leading cause of death around the world for decades.

Head and neck cancer (HNC) includes cancers of the oral cavity, oropharynx,

hypopharynx, and larynx. The world’s highest incidence rates of oral cavity and

lip cancers tend to be focused in South Asia, including Taiwan.1 In 2016, oral

cavity cancer ranked sixth for incidence and fifth for mortality in Taiwan, account-

ing for 7.37% (7805 cases) of all new cancers diagnosed and 6.15% (2936 deaths)

of all cancer deaths.2

The risk factors that contribute to HNC include tobacco use, alcohol consump-

tion, human papilloma virus (HPV) positivity, and in some regions in Asia, like

Taiwan, the habit of chewing betel quid.3,4 Such known behavioral risk factors
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construct the public’s negative impression and are related

to the stigmatization of people diagnosed with HNC in

social and cultural contexts.

Previous studies have shown that HNC patients are

often comorbid with depressive disorders. Approximately

40% of patients develop depression during HNC diagnosis

and treatment.5 A meta-analysis study reported that the

prevalence of depression in patients with HNC was 11%

based on diagnostic interviews and 20% based on self-

reported instruments.6 Depression affects HNC patients’

quality of life, nutritional status, and survival outcomes.7

Cancer patients suffering from mental illness may opt not

to seek medical care in order to avoid “public stigma,”

further labelling themselves as the “mentally ill”

minority.8

Cancer is a highly stigmatized illness, and such stigma

affects patients’ help-seeking intention and behaviors, con-

sequently leading to delayed diagnosis and treatment.9

Taiwan’s high incidence of HNC was considered to be

associated with patterns of cigarette smoking and betel

quid chewing habits in the island’s cultural background.10

Previous qualitative and exploratory studies have identified

various psychosocial issues surrounding the concept of

shame and stigma in patients with HNC, including shame,

disfigurement after surgery, body-image change, social

identity, social isolation, regret, and guilt.11–14 Facial disfig-

urement following treatment impacts depression and the

quality of life of patients and their partners.11,15,16

In order to objectively measure HNC patients’ percep-

tions of shame and stigma, a 20-item Shame and Stigma

Scale (SSS) was developed by Kissane et al17 in the US

Items were administered to 104 patients with squamous

cell carcinoma in the oral cavity at Memorial Sloan–

Kettering Cancer Center in New York, together with mea-

sures of quality of life and adaptation. The psychometric

properties were tested to construct a four-factor model

(shame of appearance, sense of stigma, regret, and

speech/social concerns) with a satisfactory internal validity

(Cronbach’s alpha of 0.94).17 The SSS was also translated

and culturally adapted into a Portuguese version in

Brazil,18 but the scale has not yet been translated and

applied in any Chinese-speaking areas.

A reliable and valid tool for measuring shame and

stigma of HNC patients in the Chinese language is lacking,

which limits the ability to assess stigma and development

intervention methods to reduce public stigma. Therefore,

the aims of this study were to translate, adapt, and validate

SSS in the Chinese language spoken in Taiwan.

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Participants
All procedures performed in studies involving human par-

ticipants were in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki (1964) and its later amendments or comparable

ethical standards. The Institutional Review Board at Chang

Gung Memorial Hospital has approved this study (IRB no:

201601843A3C501).

This study used a cross-sectional design with consecu-

tive sampling and consisted of two stages: (1) adaptation of

the original English version of the Shame and Stigma Scale

(SSS) into Chinese (through translation and back-

translation) and (2) examination of the Chinese version of

the SSS (C-SSS) for internal consistency, inter-rater relia-

bility, test-retest reliability, construct validity, and concur-

rent validity. We recruited participants from the ENT

inpatient department at a tertiary hospital from

March 2018 to February 2019. This hospital has 2754

beds and annually provides services to 5000 cancer patients

in southern Taiwan. The inclusion criteria were as follows:

(1) patients diagnosed with HNC by biopsy or surgical

resection (newly diagnosed or relapsed); (2) patients with

the ability to comprehend the questionnaires and could

express themselves by speech or writing. The exclusion

criteria consisted of the following: (1) patients with

a history of prior cancer other than HNC; (2) patients with

dementia or severe cognitive impairment; (3) patients too

weak to complete the questionnaire or clinical interview.

Assessments
Shame and Stigma Scale (SSS)

The SSS is an instrument for evaluating the sense of shame

and stigma reported by patients, which was developed

among 104 patients with oral cavity cancer by Dr. David

Kissane in 2013 in the United States.17 The SSS consists of

20 items with a strong internal consistency (Cronbach’s

alpha was 0.94) and the following four factors: shame of

appearance, sense of stigma, regret, and speech/social con-

cerns, with a satisfactory internal validity.

Taiwanese Depression Questionnaire (TDQ)

The TDQ is a culturally sensitive self-reported instrument

for screening depression in Taiwan.19 This questionnaire is

composed of 18 items related to mood, sleeping problems,

appetite, energy, interest in normal activities, crying, and

feelings about the future. The participants were asked to

indicate whether each item has been experienced and how

frequently on a 4-point Likert scale (ranging from 0 to 3).
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The TDQ had satisfactory reliability and validity in

a community study and among patients with chronic

pain.19,20 We also completed a study examining the valid-

ity of the TDQ for detecting depression in cancer patients,

which resulted in a satisfactory validity index.21

Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D)

The Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D) has

been widely used to assess the severity of depression but

has been criticized for its over-emphasis on neuro-

vegetative symptoms.22 HAM-D was designed to be

researcher-administered by probing a subject’s mood, feel-

ings of guilt, suicide ideation, insomnia, agitation or retar-

dation, anxiety, weight loss, and somatic symptoms. It

takes 15 to 20 mins for researchers to complete this

questionnaire.22 The reliability and validity of the

Chinese version of the 17-item HAM-D has been proven,

and thus it can be used in clinical and research settings.23

Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A)

The Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A) is among

the first and most widely used rating scales to measure the

severity of perceived anxiety symptoms.24 The HAM-A,

a clinician-based questionnaire, consists of 14 symptom-

defined elements, including both psychological and

somatic symptoms. Each item is scored on a basic numeric

scoring of 0 (not present) to 4 (severe): >17 is taken to

indicate mild anxiety; 25–30 is considered moderate–

severe.24 One study examined the HAM-A’s reliability

and validity and concluded that its inter-rater reliability,

one-week test-retest reliability, and concurrent validity

were satisfactory.25

Explanatory Model Interview Catalogue (EMIC)

The Explanatory Model Interview Catalogue (EMIC), an

anthropologically based semi-structured interview schedule,

systematically examines patients’ help-seeking behavior

through quantitative and qualitative data information.26

EMIC has been used as a study instrument and widely

applied in the field of cultural psychiatry, which has focused

on patients’ illness behavior and stigma over the past 20

years.27–29

Procedures
Ethical approval was obtained from the human research

ethics committee of Chang Gung Memorial Hospital. The

study procedures were as follows: (1) Translation and

adaptation: First, three translators translated the SSS into

Chinese. The three translators were the authors, Dr. Yu

Lee, Dr. Chi-Fa Hung and Prof. Liang-Jen Wang, who are

all specialized in psychiatry and fluent in both Chinese and

English. After discussion, three versions of translated SSS

were synthesized into a unified Chinese version after

reaching an agreement. To check the accuracy, this

Chinese version was translated back into English by an

English professor, Chih-Hsien Hsieh, who has a PhD and

specializes in translation and English literature. He lacked

medical background and had no prior knowledge of the

original version of SSS. To establish expert validity, we

consulted Prof. Cheng-Fang Yen and Prof. Cheng-Chung

Chen, both of them are senior psychiatrists and experts in

this field. Finally, The C-SSS was reviewed and approved

by Dr. Kissane, until the back-translation was sufficiently

similar to the original version in order to reach conceptual

consistency. The finalized Chinese version of SSS was

supplemented (Supplementary Table 1). We obtained the

copyright permission from Dr. Kissane to reproduce the

SSS items herein.

Furthermore, we documented the participants’ qualita-

tive descriptions while answering the SSS questionnaire,

which contributed to making any necessary modifications.

(2) Newly-diagnosed patients admitted to our ward were

subsequently invited to take part in this study. Once our

research assistant received a referral from the outpatient

clinic or wards from in-charge doctors or case managers,

our research assistant visited the above settings to contact

patients. After explaining the study procedures and aims,

those who agreed to participate signed an informed con-

sent form and were enrolled in the study. (3) A senior

psychiatrist (Dr. Y. Lee) made the psychiatric diagnoses

using the MINI, HAM-A, and HAM-D. (4) The C-SSS,

TDQ, and clinical and demographic data were collected by

a trained research assistant. (4) A psychiatrist (Dr. Tseng)

conducted C-SSS with our research assistant to examine

the inter-rater reliability.

Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the socio-

demographic data by gender, age, educational level, mar-

ital status, occupation, cancer site and stage, alcohol use,

betel nut chewing habit, suicide history, and psychiatric

disorder history. Furthermore, the Chi-squared test was

used to analyze group differences. The factor structure

was extracted by performing a principal component ana-

lysis using a Varimax rotation. We assessed the internal

consistency reliability of the C-SSS using Cronbach’s α
coefficient, where α ≥0.70 was considered satisfactory.30
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Fifty participants completed the questionnaires at an inter-

val of 1–2 weeks by two administrations. We examined

test-retest reliability (repeatability) and inter-rater analysis

by calculating the intra-class correlation coefficient

(ICC).31 The concurrent validity between the C-SSS and

other measures (TDQ, HAMD, HAMA, and EMIC) were

assessed using Pearson product moment correlations. All

analyses were conducted using the Statistical Package for

the Social Sciences (SPSS) software, version 12.

Results
Sociodemographic Features of

Participants
We initially recruited 178 patients for this study, but 19

patients did not complete the study due to resistance or

refusal, 15/166 (9.03%) in male and 4/12 (33.33%) in

female. In total, we successfully achieved the data collec-

tion of 159 patients (the response rate was 88.1%). Among

the 159 subjects that successfully completed the study,

95.0% (n=151) were males. The average age of subjects

was 56.8 (±9.3) years. Their mean educational level was

10.3 (±3.2) years, 66.7% were married, and 47.2% were

currently unemployed. Sixty-three percent of the patients

had advanced (stage III and IV) disease. Oral cavity cancer

(59.7%) was the most common cancer site among our

HNC patients. Surgery (57.2%) was the most commonly

used treatment modality among our patients. Substance

use data showed that 88.7% of those patients with HNC

had smocked tobacco, 83.6% of patients had betel nut

chewing habit, and 80.9% of patients had an alcohol

drinking habit. One-fifth of our HNC patients had a past

history of psychiatric disorder (Table 1).

Construct Validity
The factor loadings were extracted from the polychoric cor-

relation matrix of the items by using principal component

analysis with a varimax rotation. Factor loadings in bold print

indicate the subscale on which the item was scored. A five-

factor solution best fit the 20 items (Table 2), accounting for

60.0% of the total variance of the items, which is

satisfactory.32 Factor 1 captured shame of appearance

(items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 14); factor 2, regret about past

behaviors, (items 15, 16, 17); factor 3, social and speech

concerns (items 18, 19, 20); factor 4, self-discrimination

(items 9, 10, 13); and factor 5, sense of stigma (items 7, 11,

12). This result indicates that the C-SSS has satisfactory

Table 1 Sociodemographic and Clinical Characteristics of

Participants (n = 159)

Characteristic N (%) or

Mean ±SD

Gender

Male 151(95.0)

Female 8(5.0)

Age 56.8±9.3

Education

Under elementary school (≤ 6) 24(15.1)

High school (≤12) 122(76.7)

Over college (>12) 13(8.2)

Education years 10.3±3.2

Marital status

Unmarried 53(33.3)

Married 106(66.7)

Unemployment 75(47.2)

Occupation

House keeper 5(3.1)

Agriculture 10(6.3)

Constructions and manufacturing 39(24.5)

Public administration, active duty military and

educational services

2(1.3)

Business 14(8.8)

Others 17(10.7)

VAS 2.8±2.7

Cancer

Oral cavity cancer 95(59.7)

Oropharyngeal cancer 28(17.6)

Hypopharyngeal Cancer 18(11.3)

Laryngeal cancer 16(10.1)

Salivary gland cancer 2(1.3)

Stage

Early 58(37.1)

Advanced 97(62.6)

Treatment

Operation 91(57.2)

Chemotherapy 5(3.1)

Radiotherapy 2(1.3)

Others 1(1.3)

Combined treatment 59(37.1)

Alcohol use 128(80.9)

Smoking tobacco 141(88.7)

Betel-nuts chewing 133(83.6)

Suicide history 6(3.8)

(Continued)
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construct validity. This result is similar to the original factor

analysis of SSS, except that another factor, self-

discrimination, is added.

Concurrent Validity
We performed Pearson product moment correlations of the

C-SSS scale and subscales with TDQ, HAM-D, HAM-A,

and EMIC (Table 3). These demonstrated that not only the

C-SSS total score but also most C-SSS subscale scores

were significantly correlated with TDQ, HAM-D, HAM-

A, and EMIC scores. This result suggests that the C-SSS

has fair concurrent validity.

Internal Consistency of Reliability
The C-SSS displayed good reliability, with a Cronbach’s α
for the overall scale of 0.85 indicating strong internal con-

sistency. Regarding the subscales, Cronbach’s alphas ranged

from 0.47 to 0.86 (Table 4). This result suggests that not

only overall scale but every subscale has satisfactory inter-

nal consistency. The internal consistency remained stable

(Cronbach’s α coefficient ranged from 0.83 to 0.85) if any

item was deleted. (Supplementary Table 2).

Test-Retest Reliability
We interviewed 50 HNC patients twice to examine test-

retest reliability using the Pearson product-moment corre-

lation coefficient for testing (Supplementary Table 3). The

Pearson coefficient of the C-SSS overall scale was 0.655,

which indicates fair test-retest reliability. With regard to

the C-SSS subscales, most of the Pearson coefficients

ranged from 0.295 to 0.680 (p<0.05). Only three items of

the C-SSS demonstrated non-significant results, including

item 6 (r=0.189, p=0.188), item 4 (r=0.190, p=0.186), and

item 2 (r=0.239, p =0.094).

Inter-Rater Reliability
One trained research assistant and one psychiatrist simul-

taneously conducted the C-SSS to interview 50 HNC

patients, and then the Pearson product-moment correlation

coefficient was used to test inter-rater reliability

(Supplementary Table 3). The Pearson coefficient of the

C-SSS overall scale was 0.840, which indicates satisfac-

tory inter-rater reliability. Regarding C-SSS subscales,

most of the Pearson coefficients ranged 0.362 from 0.826

(p<0.05). Only item 14 (r=0.234, p=0.103) of the C-SSS

had a non-significant result.

Discussion
The aim of the present study was to adopt the SSS into

a Chinese version and examine the psychometric proper-

ties of the resulting C-SSS. Our findings indicate that

C-SSS is a reliable and valid instrument for evaluating

HNC patients’ perception of shame and stigma in the

Taiwanese population.

In this study, Cronbach’s α of the C-SSS was 0.85, which

is in an optimal range for internal consistency and consistent

with the original SSS (Cronbach’s α= 0.93). Furthermore, we

also explored some psychometric properties that were not

done in the original version of the SSS, including concurrent

validity of the C-SSS with other validated measurements and

test-retest and interrater reliability.17

Principal Component Analysis with Varimax rotation of

the C-SSS revealed a five-factor structure. In the current

study, four of the five reported factors replicating those in

the original SSS proposed by Kissane, including factor 1

(Shame of Appearance), factor 2 (Regret), factor 3 (Social/

Speech Concern), and factor 5 (Sense of Stigma), which

explained that a large proportion of the variability of the

C-SSS was similar to those of the original SSS.17 However,

factor 4 “Self-discrimination,” was newly identified in the

C-SSS, covering item 13 (“I have an urge to keep my cancer

a secret”), item 10 (“I am embarrassed when I tell people

about my diagnosis”), and item 9 (“I feel others consider me

responsible for my cancer”). These items are more likely to

imply the cultural differences between the Taiwanese and

American sample, which may be due to the betel nut chewing

habit that prevails in Taiwan, especially among blue-collar

workers.33 The demographic data in this study also echoed

the patterns of high proportions of construction and manu-

facturing occupations (24.5%) and a high betel nut chewing

rate (83.6% have had the habit), findings that were consistent

with previous epidemiologic Taiwanese data on HNC

Table 1 (Continued).

Characteristic N (%) or

Mean ±SD

Psychiatric diagnosis

Alcohol dependence 42(26.4)

Major depressive disorder 24(15.1)

Depressive disorder NOS 23(14.5)

Adjustment disorder 22(13.8)

Insomnia disorder 13(8.2)

Dysthymia 5(3.2)

Bipolar II disorder 1(0.6)

No psychiatric disorder 48(30.2)
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patients.10 As the association of betel nut chewing and HNC

is widely known, HNC patients may tend to keep their illness

secret, not disclose it, and feel that it is their own

responsibility. Another cultural explanation for item 9 is the

concept of “karma” in Taiwan, a term equated with fate and

used in Ayurveda and Buddhism.34 Believing in karma

Table 2 Rotated Factor Loadings of the Shame and Stigma Scale Items

Item

Number

Shame and Stigma Items in

Factor Order

Factor 1 Shame

with Appearance

Factor 2

Regret

Factor 3 Social/

Speech Concerns

Factor 4 Self-

Discrimination

Factor 5

Sense of

Stigma

2 I avoid looking at myself in the

mirror

0.73 −0.04 −0.01 0.17 −0.22

3 I am ashamed of my appearance 0.68 0.12 0.12 0.18 0.09

5 I feel people stare at me 0.63 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.35

4(rev) I am happy with how my face or

neck looks

0.63 0.10 0.06 −0.33 0.08

14 I sense that others feel strained

when around me

0.55 0.15 0.24 0.31 0.11

6 I avoid meeting people because of

my looks

0.53 0.12 0.28 0.04 0.47

1(rev) I like my appearance 0.48 0.38 0.27 −0.32 0.17

8 I am distressed by the changes in

my face or neck

0.47 0.25 0.40 0.04 0.21

17 I feel sorry about things I have

done in the past

0.16 0.88 0.13 0.02 0.04

15 I have a strong feeling of regret 0.09 0.88 0.04 0.16 0.01

16 I would do many things differently

if given a second chance

0.09 0.81 0.14 −0.04 −0.01

19 I avoid talking with others 0.05 −0.02 0.77 0.27 0.13

18 I am embarrassed by the change

in my voice

0.26 0.11 0.76 0.17 0.00

20(rev) I am able to join conversations 0.05 0.31 0.74 −0.07 0.14

13 I have an urge to keep my cancer

a secret

0.06 −0.17 0.11 0.77 0.01

10 I am embarrassed when I tell

people my diagnosis

0.20 0.23 0.15 0.69 0.22

9 I feel others consider me

responsible for my cancer

−0.04 0.34 0.10 0.47 0.31

12 People avoid me because of my

cancer

0.05 −0.00 −0.02 0.20 0.80

7(rev) I enjoy going out in public 0.12 −0.05 0.34 −0.03 0.49

11 I feel ashamed for having

developed cancer

0.34 0.21 0.18 0.38 0.46

Notes: The factor loadings were extracted from the polychoric correlation matrix of the items using Principal Component Analysis with a Varimax rotation. Factor loadings

in bold print indicate the subscale on which the item is scored. See Supplementary Table 1 for the Chinese version.
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produces a practical solution to medical dilemmas, including

the etiology of an illness.34 In previous studies, patients have

sometimes attributed their cancer to karma and suggested

that suffering from cancer is their bad Karma, which further

led to negative emotional responses and behaviors, as well as

self-stigma.34–36

Compared with the original version of the SSS con-

ducted among an American sample, we chose different

tools to test the concurrent validity of C-SSS for measur-

ing depression, anxiety, and illness-behaviors in our

Taiwanese sample. TDQ, HAM-D, HAM-A, and EMIC

were all validated and were even culture-specific for

Taiwanese people. The total SSS score had positive corre-

lations with the TDQ (r=0.531, p<0.01), the HAM-D

(r=0.521, p<0.01), the HAM-A (r=0.509, p<0.01), and

the EMIC (r=0.532, p<0.01). Most of the subscales

(Shame of Appearance, Social/Speech Concerns, Sense

of Stigma) were positively correlated with these validated

measures, with the concurrent validity ranging from 0.315

to 0.516. These findings indicate that those HNC patients

who were more depressed or anxious may suffer from

a higher level of shame and stigma. Such results are

consistent with prior works on cancer patients’ stigma,

depression, and anxiety. Stigma was shown to have nega-

tive relationships between quality of life, anxiety, and

depression in lung cancer patients.37 Another study

reported that greater perceived stigma was related to

greater depressive symptomatology.38,39 Meanwhile, only

Factor 4 Self-discrimination showed a moderate correla-

tion with EMIC (r=0.551, p<0.01) and a low correlation

with HAM-D (r=0.218, p<0.01), but no significant corre-

lation with the TDQ or HAM-A. Factor 4 “Self-

discrimination”, which was newly identified in this study,

can be considered additional evidence to suggest that the

EMIC is another useful instrument for exploring patients’

stigma concepts among Taiwanese subjects.

The test-retest reliability of the C-SSS was found to be

fair, with the Pearson coefficient of the total scale being

0.65 (p<0.05), and most of the Pearson coefficients of the

subscale ranged from 0.295 to 0.680 (p<0.05). Only three

SSS items demonstrated non-significant results, including

item 6 (r=0.189, p=0.188), item 4 (r=0.190, p=0.186), and

item 2 (r=0.239, p =0.094). These three items were all

relevant to “Shame of Appearance” (Factor 1). One expla-

nation was that we conducted the test and retest with

a 1–2-week interval during the inpatients’ hospital stays;

most of those patients underwent a surgical intervention in

between. Their perception about their appearance may

have changed postoperatively. Some people became more

concerned after the operation when they actually looked in

the mirror and saw the wounds or tracheotomy, while

some people’s anticipatory anxiety eased when they

found that the wounds were not as large as they thought

they would be.

Satisfactory inter-rater reliability was noted in the

C-SSS overall scale with a Pearson coefficient of 0.84.

Table 3 Pearson Product Moment Correlations (n =153) of the

Shame and Stigma Subscales with TDQ, HAMD, HAMA and

EMIC

Subscale TDQ HAMD HAMA EMIC

SSS Total score r 0.531** 0.521** 0.509** 0.532**

N 153 153 153 153

Shame with

Appearance

r 0.431** 0.433** 0.413** 0.315**

N 153 153 153 153

Regret r 0.390** 0.337** 0.339** 0.203*

N 153 153 153 153

Social/Speech

Concerns

r 0.393** 0.371** 0.360** 0.356**

N 153 153 153 153

Self-discrimination r 0.155 0.218** 0.196 0.551**

N 153 153 153 153

Sense of Stigma r 0.393** 0.367** 0.393** 0.516**

N 153 153 153 153

Notes: *p<0.05, **p<0.01.
Abbreviations: TDQ, Taiwanese Depression Questionnaire; HAMD, Hamilton

Depression Rating Scale; HAMA, Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; EMIC=

Explanatory Model Interview Catalogue.

Table 4 Internal Consistency and Descriptive Statistics for the

Shame & Stigma Scale Total Score and Subscales

Scale Alpha Mean SD Median

(IQR)

Total

scale

20 items 0.85 17.51 12.208 15.00

(9.00–22.00)

Subscales

Shame with

Appearance

0.80 5.40 5.55 4.0 (1–8.0)

Regret 0.86 3.65 3.72 3.0 (0–6.0)

Social/Speech

Concerns

0.74 2.88 3.20 2.0 (0–5.0)

Self-discrimination 0.60 3.23 2.99 2.0

(1.00–5.0)

Sense of Stigma 0.47 2.35 2.34 2.0 (0–4.0)

Abbreviation: IQR, interquartile range.
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Regarding the subscales, most of the Pearson coefficients

ranged from 0.362 to 0.826 (p<0.05). The only exception

was item 14 (r=0.234, p=0.103), which showed non-

significance (Supplementary Table 3). Item 14 was “I

sense that others feel strained when around me,” which

might be confused with “I feel strained when others are

around me” in the Chinese language, thus causing incon-

sistent results from the language restriction. This reminds

the interviewers to be more cautious when asking the item.

Another Chinese version of the scale about cancer

stigma is the Chinese version of the cancer stigma

scale,40 which measures attitudes towards cancer in non-

cancer patients. Compared to this scale, the strengths of

our study are that we conducted clinical interviews rather

than online surveys, focused on HNC patients themselves

rather than the general population, and used factor analysis

to demonstrate the structure results of different factors,

including the “shame of appearance” factor, which was

more specific to HNC patients.

Study Limitations
Our findings should be cautiously interpreted due to the

following limitations. First, our sample compromised

mostly male patients (95%), while females only accounted

for 5%; however, according to local Taiwanese data, the

gender distribution of HNC patients was 91.3% male and

8.7% female.10 In our study, the refusal rate was higher in

female (33.33%) than in male (9.03%). This discrepancy

may be caused by female patients being more likely to

have self-stigma in traditional Taiwanese society,36 so that

they tended not be recruited in our study to disclose their

perceptions about illness and stigma. Additional larger

samples and qualitative data on female HNC patients are

warranted to further explore the issue. Second, this study

was conducted at a single medical center, so the sample

was homogenous and may limit the generalizability.

Furthermore, though concurrent validity with TDQ,

HAM-D, HAM-A, and EMIC was demonstrated, we did

not evaluate divergent validity. Finally, the location of

HNC may affect the patients’ shame and stigma. Some

HNCs were small in size and did not affect the patient’s

appearance and speech function after tumor excision.

However, the influence of location of HNC on shame

and stigma was not analyzed in this study.

Clinical Implications
In conclusion, this study showed that C-SSS had satisfac-

tory psychometric properties and can be used as a reliable

and valid instrument to assess perceptions of shame and

stigma among HNC patients in Taiwan. Nevertheless,

some cultural variations were elicited compared with the

original English SSS version. Further research is war-

ranted to confirm the validity of the C-SSS in other

Chinese-speaking areas, confirm the factor structure, repli-

cate results among larger samples, and explore the possible

intervention for clinically reducing the shame and stigma

of HNC patients.
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